
Bihar prediction election game: how to get 

accurate results? 

 

 

Dates of elections to the Bihar Assembly will be declared soon at any time. Right before this, 

there's a lot of tussle between all the parties and coalition partners over seat-sharing. Before the 

elections, the national team of the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) will focus on Bihar. Meanwhile, 

CM Nitish Kumar recently met with BJP National President JP Nadda, Bihar BJP in-charge 

election Devendra Fadnavis, and BJP State President Sanjay Jaiswal. 

 

 

 

This time the National Democratic Alliance wants a fresh seat-sharing model, as both Bharatiya 

Janata Party ( BJP) and Janata Dal (United) battled separately in 2015 for the last Bihar 

Assembly Elections. 



 

JDU spokesperson Rajiv Ranjan said there was no misunderstanding in NDA about seat-sharing. 

We will make a joint announcement on time. That should bother the opposition. He also said the 

NDA would go to polls under the leadership of Nitish Kumar, and the people's blessings are 

almost assured. 

 

Bihar Elections Predictions 

 

BJP spokeswoman Akhilesh Singh said there is no problem in NDA on this issue. The issue in 

'Mahagathbandhan' is. Their leaders are leaving the RJD party. A And the formula is formulated 

in line with BJPBJP 112-115JDU- 112-115LJP-10-15HAM-3 

 

 

 

The JDU formulaJDU contested 122 seats and gave the Hindustan Awam Morcha (HAM) 3-4 

assembly seats, i.e., From its quota Jitan Ram Manjhi Faction. The BJP contested 121 seats and 

offered the Lok Sabha seats from their quota to the Lok Janshakti Party. 

 

On this basis, the formula suggested by the JDU looks like this.lso Lalu Prasad Yadav is leaving 

the alliance partners. The grand alliance of the RJD-Congress is a sinking boat. 

Bihar Opinion Poll 2020 

 

RJD spokesperson Mrityunjay Tiwari said that the grand alliance leaders are on the same page 

that they have their lines of communication opened. But after they meet each other, the NDA 



partners don't look very optimistic. Taking a potshot at the power politics of LJP president 

Chirag Paswan Tiwari said their 'Ghar ka Chirag' would burn the NDA's building. 

 

BJP and JDU battled on a 50-50 basis on the remaining seats, after assigning seats to coalition 

allies. Under this method, the last general elections in Bihar have been contested as NDA. LJP 

gets 10 to 15 seats according to this formula, while 3 to 4 seats go to the Hindustan Awam 

Morcha from Jiten Ram Manjhi. BJP and JDU challenged the remaining 224 to 230 assembly 

seats in a 50-50 seat-sharing system according to the poll predictions, meaning BJP and JDU 

were challenged on 112 to 115 seats. 

 

LJP requires a seat-sharing arrangement for the assembly based on the parliamentary seats it 

contested during the 2019 Lok Sabha Election Prediction. LJP is contesting seven Lok Sabha 

seats. If it takes an average of six assembly seats per parliamentary seat, then LJP gets 42 seats to 

contest. LJP argues that since it had secured six Lok sabha seats, the NDA seat-sharing system 

should include at least 36 assembly seats to vote on. 
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